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Abstract We study the problem of designing kinetic data structures (KDS’s for
short) when event times cannot be computed exactly and events may be processed
in a wrong order. In traditional KDS’s this can lead to major inconsistencies from
which the KDS cannot recover. We present more robust KDS’s for the maintenance
of several fundamental structures such as kinetic sorting and kinetic tournament trees,
which overcome the difficulty by employing a refined event scheduling and processing technique. We prove that the new event scheduling mechanism leads to a KDS
that is correct except for finitely many short time intervals. We analyze the maximum delay of events and the maximum error in the structure, and we experimentally
compare our approach to the standard event scheduling mechanism.
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1 Introduction
The recent advances in sensing and tracking technology have led researchers to investigate the problem of maintaining various geometric attributes of a set of moving
objects, as evident from a large body of literature on kinetic geometric algorithms.
Basch et al. [7] introduced the kinetic data structure (KDS) framework for designing and analyzing algorithms for continuously moving objects. The KDS framework
consists of two parts: a combinatorial description of the attribute, and a set of certificates, each of which is a predicate, with the property that as long as the certificates
remain valid, the maintained attribute remains valid. It is assumed that each object
follows a known trajectory so that one can compute the failure time of each certificate. Whenever a certificate fails—we call this an event—the KDS must be updated.
This involves updating the attribute and the set of certificates. The KDS then remains
valid until the next event has to be processed, and so on.
To be able to process each event at the right time, a global event queue Q is maintained to process the events in the right (chronological) order. This is a priority queue
on the events, with the priority of an event being its failure time. Unfortunately, the
event scheduling is not as easy as it seems. Suppose that a new certificate arises due
to some event. We first compute its failure time to decide whether the failure of the
certificate lies in the past or in the future. When the computed failure time of the
certificate lies in the past we should not schedule it, and when it lies in the future we
should. But what if the event time is equal to the current time tcurr ? In such a degenerate situation one has to be very careful to avoid an infinite loop. A more serious
problem arises when the event times are not computed exactly. This will indeed be
the case if the trajectories are polynomials of high degree or more complex curves.
As a result, events may be processed in a wrong order, or we may fail to schedule
an event because we think it has already taken place. This in turn may not only lead
to serious errors in the geometric attribute the KDS is maintaining but also cause the
algorithm to crash.
As a concrete example, consider the kinetic sorting problem: Maintain the sorted
order of a set S of points moving on the real line. We store S in a sorted array A[1..n]. For each 1 ≤ i < n: there is a certificate [A[i] < A[i + 1]]. Whenever A[j ] = A[j + 1] for some j , we have a certificate failure. At such an event
we swap A[j ] and A[j + 1]. Furthermore, at most three new certificates arise:
[A[j − 1] < A[j ]], [A[j ] < A[j + 1]], and [A[j + 1] < A[j + 2]]. We compute
the failure time of each of them, based on our knowledge of their current motions,
and insert the failure times that are not in the past into the event queue Q. Some certificates may also disappear because the two points involved are no longer neighbors;
they have to be deleted from Q. Now suppose that due to errors in the computed
failure times the difference between the exact and the computed failure time of each
certificate can be as large as ε, for some ε > 0. Consider three moving points x1 , x2
and x3 whose trajectories in the tx-plane are depicted in Fig. 1. Table (i) shows what
happens when we can compute the exact failure times (note that certificates with failure times at +∞ are not listed in the table), and Table (ii) shows what happens when
the computed failure times of the certificates [x1 < x2 ], [x1 < x3 ], and [x2 < x3 ]
are t0 + ε, t0 + 32 ε, and t0 respectively. The KDS is not just temporarily incorrect, but
gets into an incorrect state from which it never recovers.
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Fig. 1 An example that numerical errors in the event times may cause fatal errors in the KDS. Left: the
trajectories of the points. Right: the status of the KDS at various times of execution

This is a serious problem for the applicability of the KDS framework in practice.
The goal of our paper is to address this issue: Is it possible to do the event scheduling
and processing in such a way that the KDS is more robust under errors in the computation of event times? The KDS may process the events in a wrong order and thus
may maintain a wrong geometric attribute from time to time, but we would like the
KDS to detect these errors and fix them quickly.
Related work The KDS framework [7] is a widely used algorithmic method for
modeling motion. It has been applied to maintain a variety of geometric attributes
of moving objects, including the convex hull [5, 7], the closest pair [6, 7], range
searching structures [2, 3], extent measures [1, 4], and much more. See the survey
by Guibas [13] and the references therein. There has been much work on modeling
motion in many other fields as well, including computer graphics, spatial databases,
robotics, and sensor networks.
There is a large body of work on robust computations in geometric algorithms [11,
21, 22], including geometric software libraries [8, 10]. The goal there is to implement
various geometric primitives in a robust manner, including predicates, which test the
sign of an arithmetic expression (e.g., O RIENTATION and I N C IRCLE predicates), and
constructions, which compute the value of an arithmetic expression (e.g., computing
the intersection of two lines). There are two broad paradigms. The first approach
focuses on performing computation with finite precision and computing an output as
close to the correct one as possible. The second approach is exact computation, which
performs computation with enough precision to ensure predicates can be evaluated
correctly. This has been the main paradigm in computational geometry, and includes
methods such as removing degeneracies (e.g., simulation of simplicity) and speeding
up the computation by adaptively changing the precision (e.g., floating point filters).
Despite much work on robust geometric computation, little has been done on addressing robustness issues in KDS’s. One could use exact computation but, as noticed
by several researchers [14, 15], in practice a significant portion of the running time of
a KDS is spent on computing certificate failure times. Expensive exact root comparisons will only make this worse and, hence, may lead to unacceptable performance in
practice. See [16] for a comparison of various exact root computation techniques in
the context of kinetic data structures. Guibas and Karavelas [14] described a method
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to speedup exact root comparisons by grouping the roots into intervals that are refined
adaptively. However, like other exact methods, the performance of the algorithm deteriorates when many events are very close to each other.
An alternative is to apply controlled perturbation [17] to the KDS. In this method,
we perturb the initial positions of the moving objects by some amount δ so that with
high probability the roots of all pertinent functions are at least  far away from each
other. This means one can compare any two roots exactly as long as every root is
computed within a precision of /2. While controlled perturbation has been successful on a number of static problems [12, 17, 19], it does not seem to work well
on kinetic data structures because the large number of events in the KDS makes the
required perturbation bound δ fairly large.
Recently, Milenkovic and Sacks [20] studied the computation of arrangements
of x-monotone curves in the plane using a plane-sweep algorithm for infinite curves.
This boils down to the kinetic sorting problem, because one has to maintain the sorted
order of the curves along the sweep line. In fact, our KDS for the kinetic sorting problem is very similar to their algorithm. In both their and our papers, exact computations are avoided by assuming a subroutine to compute intersection points of curves
approximately. Our subroutine is somewhat stronger than theirs (see Sect. 2 for details), which enables us to ensure that we never process more events than the number
of actual crossings, whereas Milenkovic and Sacks may process a quadratic number
of events in the worst case even when there is only a linear number of crossings. The
main difference between our and their paper, however, lies in the different view on
the problem: Since we are looking at the problem from a KDS perspective, we are
especially interested in the delay of events and the error in the output for each snapshot of the motion, something that was not studied in [20]. Moreover, we study other
KDS problems as well.
Our results The main problem we face when event times are not computed exactly is that events may be processed in a wrong order. We present KDS’s that are
robust against this out-of-order processing, including kinetic sorting and kinetic tournaments. Our algorithms are quasi-robust in the sense that the maintained attribute
of the moving objects will be correct for most of the time, and when it is incorrect, it
will not be far from the correct attribute. For the kinetic sorting problem, we obtain
the following results:
• We prove that the KDS can only be incorrect when the current time is close to an
event.
• We prove tight upper bounds on how long the processing of an event may be delayed.
• We prove bounds on the geometric error of the structure—the maximum distance
between the i-th point in the maintained list and the i-th point in the correct list—
that depend on the velocities of the points.
We obtain similar results for kinetic tournaments and kinetic range trees. Our approach enables these KDS’s to use a much less expensive subroutine for computing
event times. As a by-product of our approach, degeneracy problems (how to deal
with multiple events occurring simultaneously) arising in traditional KDS algorithms
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naturally disappear, because our KDS no longer cares about in which order these
simultaneous events are processed.
We have implemented the robust sorting and tournament KDS algorithms and
tested them on a number of inputs, including highly degenerate ones. Our sorting
algorithm works very well on these inputs: It does not get stuck and the final list is
always correct (after all, this is what we proved), and the maximum delay of an event
is usually much less than the worst-case bound suggests. This is in contrast to the
classical KDS, which either falls into an infinite loop or misses many kinetic events
along the way and maintains a list that deviates far from the true sorted list both
geometrically and combinatorially. Our kinetic tournament algorithm has a similar
performance guarantee.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by describing our model in Sect. 2.
We then study the robust KDS for kinetic sorting in Sect. 3, for kinetic tournaments
in Sect. 4, and for kinetic range trees in Sect. 5. The experimental results are reported
in Sect. 6. We conclude in Sect. 7.

2 Our Model
In this section we describe our model for computing the event times of certificates.
In a standard KDS, each certificate c is a predicate, and there is a characteristic function χc : R → {1, 0, −1} associated with c so that χc (t) = 1 if c is true (or, valid) at
time t, −1 if c is false (or, invalid) at time t. The values of t at which χc is switching
from 1 to −1 or vice versa are the event times of c, and χc (t) = 0 at these event
times. In our applications, χc (t) can be derived from the sign of some continuous
function ϕc (t). For example, if x(t) and y(t) are two points, each moving in R1 , then
for the certificate c := [x < y] we have χc (t) = 1 if and only if sign(ϕc , t) > 0 for
ϕc (t) = y(t) − x(t). For simplicity, we assume that sign(ϕc , t) = 0 for at most a finite
number, s, of values of t; in particular, there is no consecutive time interval on which
sign(ϕc , t) is evaluated to 0.
We assume that the trajectory of each object is explicitly described by a function
of time, which means that the function ϕc is also explicitly described, and that event
times can be computed by computing the roots of the function ϕc . These are standard
assumptions in traditional KDS’s. In order to model the inaccuracy in computing
event times, we fix a parameter ε > 0, which will determine the accuracy of the root
computation. We assume there is a subroutine, denoted by ROOTS(f (t)), to compute
the roots of a function f (t) as follows. ROOTS first computes a set of disjoint, open
intervals U1 , . . . , Um , where |Ui | ≤ ε for each i, that cover all roots of f (t); it also
computes the sign of f (t) at the endpoints of these intervals. (For polynomial functions, Descartes’ sign rule [9] and Sturm sequences [18] are standard approaches for
computing these intervals and signs.) For each i, we call Ui a turbulent interval if at
its two endpoints f (t) has the same sign, or an event interval if at its two endpoints
f (t) has different signs; see Fig. 2. For our purpose, we will ignore turbulent intervals
and assume that
(A1) ROOTS outputs the set I = I1 = (l1 , r1 ), . . . , Ik = (lk , rk ) of event intervals of
f (t);
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Fig. 2 A function and the intervals computed by the ROOTS procedure. Intervals with filled (hollow) endpoints are event (turbulent) intervals; solid arrow lines denote the intervals where the sign of the function
is known from the output of ROOTS, and dashed arrow lines denote the signs pretended by the KDS

(A2) ROOTS is consistent: It always returns the same result when run on the same
function.
The KDS ignores turbulent intervals because, intuitively, the KDS pretends that the
sign of f (t) does not change during a turbulent interval. (However, in the analysis of
the KDS, we still have to take turbulent intervals into account.) Moreover, the KDS
will always schedule kinetic events at the right endpoints of some event intervals;
intuitively, the KDS pretends that the sign of f (t) within an event interval is the
same as at its left endpoint and that it changes at its right endpoint.
Observe that if there is no event interval, then ROOTS(f (t)) outputs nothing. This
is where our subroutine is more powerful than the subroutine of Milenkovic and
Sacks [20], and this is why we can ensure that we only handle events if there is a
“real” crossing of trajectories.
We use tcurr to denote the current time of the KDS, which is the maximum computed event time over all processed events. We assume that tests as to whether tcurr lies
inside an event interval computed by ROOTS are exact. In the actual implementation,
this can be achieved by enforcing all interval endpoints (and consequently, tcurr ) to be
rationals and using exact arithmetic to compare between rationals. The pseudo-code
for computing the failure time of a certificate c at time tcurr is given below.
Algorithm E VENT T IME(c)
1. I := I1 = (l1 , r1 ), . . . , Ik = (lk , rk ) ← ROOTS(ϕc )
2. r0 ← −∞; rk+1 ← +∞
3. last ← number of intervals in I to the left of tcurr
4. if χc (rlast ) = −1
5. then return rlast
6. else return rlast+1
Note that if χc (rlast ) = −1, then the event time returned by E VENT T IME (c)
(i.e., rlast ) is in the past (i.e., rlast ≤ tcurr ). Intuitively, since the KDS pretends that the
sign of ϕc does not change over the interval [rlast , rlast+1 ) (see Fig. 2), χc (rlast ) = −1
implies that χc (tcurr ) = −1 and thus the certificate c is invalid at tcurr ; apparently,
an event corresponding to the failure of c sometime in the past wasn’t handled, and
so E VENT T IME stamps this event with time rlast to indicate that this is a past event.
When an event in the past is detected, the KDS will process it immediately. However,
as we will see in the next section, when it is processed, the KDS does not reset tcurr
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back in time: tcurr will always be the maximum of the computed event times over all
processed events.
E VENT T IME has the following properties: If it returns a finite value ri , then
(I1) ri is the right endpoint of an event interval;
(I2) the certificate c is valid at li and invalid at ri , i.e., χc (li ) = 1 and χc (ri ) = −1.
In fact, c is valid at all times in [ri−1 , ri ) \ U(c), and is invalid at all times in
[ri , ri+1 ) \ U(c), where U(c) denotes the union of all the turbulent and event
intervals of the function χc (t).
Lemma 1 Suppose E VENT T IME(c) returns a finite value ri . For any t ∈ R, if
(i) t ∈ [ri−1 , ri ] and c is invalid at time t, or (ii) t ∈ [ri , ri+1 ] and c is valid at time t,
then χc (γ ) = 0 for some γ ∈ (t − ε, t).
Proof We only prove case (i) as case (ii) is similar. The case t = ri is trivial, so we
assume t ∈ [ri−1 , ri ). It is clear by (I2) that t ∈ U(c) and therefore t is contained in
a turbulent or event interval (l, r) of c. Note that l ∈ [ri−1 , ri ), and therefore c is valid
at time l by (I2). However, c is invalid at time t by our assumption. This implies
that there exists a value γ ∈ (l, t) such that χc (γ ) = 0. Finally, observe that (l, t) ⊆

(t − ε, t) since r − l ≤ ε.
3 Kinetic Sorting
Let S be a set of n points moving continuously on the real line. The value of a
point x ∈ S is a continuous function of time t, which we denote by x(t). Let S(t) =
{x(t) : x ∈ S} denote the configuration of S at time t. For simplicity, we write S and x
instead of S(t) and x(t), respectively, provided that no confusion arises. In the kinetic
sorting problem, we want to maintain the sorted order of S during the motion.
3.1 The Algorithm
As in the standard algorithm, we maintain an array A that stores the points in S. The
events are stored in a priority queue Q, called global event queue. The certificates are
standard as well: The certificate c := [x < y] belongs to the current certificate set of
the KDS if x = A[k] and y = A[k + 1] for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. We call these n − 1
certificates active. We need the following notation regarding the failure times.
tcp (x, y):
tpr (x, y):
tex (x, y):

the computed failure time1 of certificate [x < y]
the time at which the failure of [x < y] is actually processed
the exact time at which the certificate [x < y] fails

1 This is a slight abuse of notation, because points can swap more than once, so the same certificates

can fail multiple times. It will be convenient to treat these certificates as different. Formally we should
write tcp (c, t) for the failure time of the certificate c = x < y computed by the KDS at time t . In other
words, one can interpret tcp (c, t) as a function acting on a certificate c and a time t : if E VENT T IME is
invoked on c at time t , then its returned time would be tcp (c, t). When the KDS computes the failure time
of an event, the implicit time parameter t is always equal to the current time tcurr of the KDS; However,
when we refer to the value of tcp (x, y) for a failure time scheduled for x < y in the event queue, then the
implicit time parameter t refers to the time at which the failure time was computed.
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For the exact failure time, more formally,
tex (x, y) := arg max x(t) = y(t).
t<tcp (x,y)

(1)

Note that tex (x, y) < tcp (x, y) ≤ tpr (x, y). Furthermore, we know by (I1) that
tcp (x, y) is the right endpoint of an event interval of c, and tex (x, y) lies inside that
event interval by (1). As such, tcp (x, y) < tex (x, y) + ε.
Informally, our new kinetic sorting algorithm works as follows. The KDS
processes kinetic events and advances the current time in a way similar to the standard algorithm; The major difference is that we use the algorithm E VENT T IME to
compute the failure time of a certificate, and the KDS may process events in the past.
When an event in the past is detected by E VENT T IME (i.e., E VENT T IME returns a
time that lies in the past), apparently the KDS misses some past events that should
have been processed. The KDS then freezes the current time and starts processing
these past events. After all such past events are processed, the KDS will be able to
advance its current time again. The new kinetic sorting algorithm is described below.
Algorithm K INETIC S ORTING
1. tcurr ← −∞; Initialize A and Q.
2. while Q = ∅
3. do c : [x < y] ← D ELETE M IN(Q)
4.
tcurr ← max{tcurr , tcp (x, y)}
5.
Swap x and y (which are adjacent in A).
6.
Remove from Q all certificates that become inactive.
7.
C ← set of new certificates that become active.
8.
for each c : [a < b] ∈ C
9.
do tcp (a, b) ← E VENT T IME(c)
10.
if tcp (a, b) = ∞
11.
then Insert [a < b] into Q, with tcp (a, b) as failure time.
Note that in lines 10–11, in the case tcp (a, b) < tcurr for some certificate [a < b] ∈
C (i.e., the event lies in the past), we still insert this event into the queue Q; therefore,
Q may contain failure times less than the current time tcurr . These events will then be
handled immediately by the KDS in subsequent while-loops (line 3). Note that tcurr
is not affected when this happens (line 4).
3.2 Analysis
Basic properties The status of the KDS at time t is defined as the status of the KDS
after all events whose processing times are at most t have been processed. In the
kinetic sorting problem, the status refers to the maintained array A. We say that a
point x precedes a point y in the maintained array A if x = A[k] and y = A[l] for
some k < l. If k = l − 1, then x immediately precedes y.
Since events may be processed in a wrong order, the above KDS could perhaps get
into an infinite loop. However, if a certificate c is processed by the algorithm (line 5)
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at time t0 and c becomes active again at time t0 , then E VENT T IME ensures that the
failure time of c is in the future. This implies that the algorithm does not get into an
infinite loop. We next show the KDS almost always maintains a correctly sorted list
in A.
Lemma 2 If x immediately precedes y in A at time tcurr , then either (i) x(tcurr ) ≤
y(tcurr ), which means the order is correct, or (ii) x(γ ) = y(γ ) for some γ ∈
(tcurr − ε, tcurr ).
Proof Let t ∗ be the last time less than or equal to tcurr at which x becomes a neighbor
of y such that x is immediately preceding y. (Note that t ∗ may be equal to −∞,
referring to the time of initialization of the KDS; see line 1 of K INETIC S ORTING.)
Let c = [x < y], and let tcp (x, y) be the time returned by E VENT T IME(c) at time t ∗ .
Since x and y are always adjacent between time t ∗ and tcurr , either tcp (x, y) = ∞, in
which case the certificate failure is not scheduled (line 10), or tcurr < tcp (x, y) < ∞,
in which case the certificate failure is scheduled but not yet handled by the KDS. In
either case, tcp (x, y) > tcurr . Now assume case (i) is not true, i.e., the certificate c is
invalid at time tcurr . By Lemma 1 (i), there exists a value γ ∈ (tcurr − ε, tcurr ) such
that x(γ ) − y(γ ) = 0, which is case (ii), as desired.

Theorem 1 (Correctness) The ordering maintained by the kinetic sorting algorithm
is correct except during at most μ time intervals of length at most ε, where μ is the
number of collisions of points in S over the entire motion.
Proof Let t ∈ R be a time such that no two points of S collide within time (t − ε, t).
We claim that the ordering maintained by the KDS at time t must be correct. The
theorem then follows since there are only μ collisions of points in S.
Suppose at time t there exist two points x, y ∈ S that are adjacent in A but in
incorrect order. By Lemma 2 applied to x and y at time t, we have x(γ ) = y(γ )
for some γ ∈ (t − ε, t). But this contradicts with our assumption that no two points
collide within the time interval (t − ε, t). Therefore all adjacent pairs of points in
the maintained list A are in correct order, implying that the list A itself must also be
correct.

Delay of events Theorem 1 shows that the ordering may be incorrect only near
collision times, but many collisions may “cascade” and thus an event may not be
processed for a long time, thereby resulting in a wrong ordering in the KDS for a
long time. Specifically, when the failure of a certificate [x < y] is handled by the
KDS, we define its delay by tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y). Next we bound the maximum delay
of an event. The bound holds when every pair of points swaps at most s times for
some parameter s > 0.
Lemma 3 Let c = [x < y] be a certificate that fails at the exact time tex (x, y) and is
handled by the KDS at time tpr (x, y). Let τ be such that tex (x, y) ≤ τ < tpr (x, y) − ε.
Then there is a point p ∈ S \ {x} such that x(t) = p(t) for some t ∈ (τ, τ + ε].
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Fig. 3 Illustration for the proof
of Lemma 3

Proof Suppose to the contrary that x(t) = p(t) for all p ∈ S \ {x} during the interval
(τ, τ + ε]. We first claim that y(t) < x(t) during this interval. Indeed, otherwise
we have y(t) > x(t) and hence the certificate c is always valid during the interval
(τ, τ + ε]. However, by applying Lemma 1 (ii) with t = τ + ε, we know that χc (γ ) =
0 for some γ ∈ (τ, τ + ε), a contradiction. (Note that t = τ + ε satisfies the condition
of Lemma 1 (ii) because tcp (x, y) < tex (x, y) + ε ≤ τ + ε < tpr (x, y).)
Next, let A[τ + ε], the list maintained by the algorithm at time τ + ε, be . . . , x =
z0 , z1 , . . . , zm = y, . . .. Let B ⊆ {z1 , . . . , zm } be the subset of points that are smaller
than x during the interval (τ, τ + ε]. Since no point collides with x during this interval, B remains fixed during (τ, τ + ε]. Note that zm ∈ B. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ m be the smallest
index such that zi ∈ B (see Fig. 3). Then zi (t) < x(t) ≤ zi−1 (t), for all t ∈ (τ, τ + ε],
and zi−1 immediately precedes zi in A[τ + ε], which contradicts Lemma 2. This
completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2 (Delay) Suppose that the trajectories of every pair of points in S intersect
at most s times. Then an event can be delayed by at most ns · ε time, and in the worst
case an event can be delayed by at least (n − 2)s · ε time.
Proof Consider a certificate c = [x < y] that fails at the exact time tex (x, y) and is
handled by the KDS at time tpr (x, y). Let t be a time such that tex (x, y) ≤ t and t +
ε < tpr (x, y). By Lemma 3, there is a point p ∈ S \ {x} whose trajectory intersects the
trajectory of x during (t, t + ε]. Let k be an integer such that tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y) =
kε + δ where δ < ε. We split the interval [tex (x, y), tpr (x, y)] into k intervals, each of
width ε, and one interval (the last one) of width δ. Now we can charge each of the
first k intervals to an intersection point of the trajectory of x and the trajectory of a
point p ∈ S. Since any two trajectories intersect at most s times, k is at most (n − 1)s,
implying that tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y) ≤ (n − 1)s · ε + δ < ns · ε. In the Appendix, we
present a lower-bound construction to show that this upper bound is almost tight. 
Error bounds We turn our attention to the “error” in the array A. Combinatorially,
Lemma 2 implies that if there are k event intervals containing tcurr , then the array A
at time tcurr can be decomposed into at most k + 1 (contiguous) subarrays, each of
which is in sorted order. Next we discuss how far the maintained order can be from
the correct order geometrically. In particular, we present a bound on the maximum
distance between two points that are in the wrong order in the array and on how far
away the k-th point in the maintained order—that is, the point A[k]—can be from the
true point of rank k.
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Theorem 3 (Geometric error) Let y1 , . . . , yn  and z1 , . . . , zn  be the sequence
maintained by the algorithm and the correctly sorted sequence at some given
time tcurr , respectively. Let Vmax be the maximum velocity of any point in S over
the time interval [tcurr − ε, tcurr ]. Then for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
(i) yi (tcurr ) − yj (tcurr ) ≤ (j − i + 1)ε · Vmax , and
(ii) |yi (tcurr ) − zi (tcurr )| ≤ nε · Vmax .
Proof
(i) For simplicity we write t = tcurr . For any 1 ≤ k < n, if yk and yk+1 are in
the correct order in the maintained list, then yk (t) ≤ yk+1 (t). If they are in the
incorrect order, then by Lemma 2 (ii), there exists a time γ ∈ (t − ε, t) such
that yk (γ ) = yk+1 (γ ). Hence,
yk (t) − yk+1 (t) = (yk (t) − yk (γ )) + (yk (γ ) − yk+1 (γ )) + (yk+1 (γ ) − yk+1 (t))
≤ 2εVmax .
Therefore we always have yk (t) − yk+1 (t) ≤ 2εVmax , which immediately implies
that
yi (t) − yj (t) =

j −1

(y (t) − y

+1 (t)) ≤ 2(j

− i)ε · Vmax

=i

for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. To further prove the promised upper bound, let us consider
bounding yk (t) − yk+2 (t). If either yk (t) ≤ yk+1 (t) or yk+1 (t) ≤ yk+2 (t), then we
immediately have
yk (t) − yk+2 (t) = (yk (t) − yk+1 (t)) + (yk+1 (t) − yk+2 (t)) ≤ 2εVmax .
Now assume yk (t) > yk+1 (t) > yk+2 (t), which means that the relative order of yk
and yk+1 , as well as the relative order of yk+1 and yk+2 are incorrect in the maintained list. As such, there exist γ1 , γ2 ∈ (t − ε, t) such that yk (γ1 ) = yk+1 (γ1 )
and yk+1 (γ2 ) = yk+2 (γ2 ). It follows that
yk (t) − yk+2 (t) = (yk (t) − yk (γ1 )) + (yk (γ1 ) − yk+1 (γ1 )) + (yk+1 (γ1 )
− yk+1 (γ2 )) + (yk+1 (γ2 ) − yk+2 (γ2 )) + (yk+2 (γ2 ) − yk+2 (t))
≤ |t − γ1 | · Vmax + 0 + |γ1 − γ2 | · Vmax + 0 + |t − γ2 | · Vmax
≤ 2εVmax .
Hence we always have yk (t) − yk+2 (t) ≤ 2εVmax . Now, for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n,
one can prove yi (t) − yj (t) ≤ (j − i + 1)εVmax by a simple induction on j − i
(the base case j − i = 1 has been proved above):
yi (t) − yj (t) = (yi (t) − yi+2 (t)) + (yi+2 (t) − yj (t))
≤ 2εVmax + (j − (i + 2) + 1)εVmax
≤ (j − i + 1)εVmax .
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(ii) We consider the case zi = yi ; otherwise the claim is trivially true. Suppose zi =
yj for some j > i; the other case j < i is symmetric. Also suppose yi = zk for
some 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We have two cases. If k > i, then since yj (tcurr ) = zi (tcurr ) ≤
zk (tcurr ) = yi (tcurr ), we can write
|zi (tcurr ) − yi (tcurr )| = yi (tcurr ) − yj (tcurr ) ≤ nε · Vmax ,
by (i). Otherwise if k < i, there must exist r and
z = yr . Then

with r < i < , such that

|zi (tcurr ) − yi (tcurr )| = zi (tcurr ) − zk (tcurr ) ≤ z (tcurr ) − zk (tcurr )
= yr (tcurr ) − yi (tcurr ) ≤ nε · Vmax ,
by (i), thus proving the theorem.



4 Kinetic Tournaments
A kinetic tournament [7] is a KDS that maintains the maximum of a set S of moving
points in R by maintaining a tournament tree T over S. Each interior node u of T
has a certificate of the form [x < y], where x, y ∈ S are the two points stored at
the children of u, and y is also currently stored at u. To handle events, we need
a subroutine that compares two points at time tcurr in a way that is consistent with
E VENT T IME.
Algorithm C OMPUTE M AX(x, y)
1. I := I1 = (l1 , r1 ), . . . , Ik = (lk , rk ) ← ROOTS(x(t) − y(t))
2. r0 ← −∞
3. last ← number of intervals in I to the left of tcurr
4. if sign(x(rlast ) − y(rlast )) = 1
5. then return x
6. else return y
In the algorithm below, the point stored at a node u ∈ T is denoted by pu , and we
assume parent(root) = nil.
The set C in line 10 consists of certificates that correspond to the nodes along the
path from the node where the event occurs to the root. In lines 5–8, the algorithm
has used C OMPUTE M AX to make sure that each certificate c ∈ C is valid at the right
endpoint of the last event interval of c before time tcurr . Since C OMPUTE M AX (line 8)
and E VENT T IME (line 12) base their decisions on the order at the same time, we
obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4 In line 12, the computed event time tcp (a, b) is always in the future
(i.e., tcp (a, b) > tcurr ).
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Algorithm K INETIC T OURNAMENT
1. tcurr ← −∞; Initialize T and Q.
2. while Q = ∅
3. do c : [x < y] ← D ELETE M IN(Q)
4.
tcurr ← tcp (x, y)
5.
u ← the node at which the certificate c fails.
6.
while u = nil
7.
do Let z1 and z2 be the points stored at u’s children.
8.
pu ← C OMPUTE M AX (z1 , z2 ); u ← parent(u)
9.
Remove from Q all certificates that become inactive.
10.
C ← set of new certificates that become active.
11.
for each c : [a < b] ∈ C
12.
do tcp (a, b) ← E VENT T IME(c)
13.
if tcp (a, b) = ∞
14.
then Insert [a < b] into Q, with tcp (a, b) as failure time.
The lemma implies that we never schedule an event in the past and, in fact, never
schedule an event at the current time either. Hence, the algorithm does not get into an
infinite loop.
Lemma 5 After an event has been processed at time tcurr , the point pu stored at any
internal node u of the tournament is always one of the points stored at its children.
Moreover, either pu is the correct current maximum of the two children, or the trajectories of points stored at the two children intersect during the period (tcurr − ε, tcurr ).
Proof It is obvious that the first part of the lemma is true. The proof of the second part
is similar to Lemma 2. Assume there is a node u with children u1 and u2 , and assume
without loss of generality that pu = pu1 while in fact pu2 (tcurr ) > pu1 (tcurr ). Let t ∗ be
the last time at which pu1 and pu2 were compared. Thus C OMPUTE M AX (pu1 , pu2 )
executed at time t ∗ returns pu1 . But then, since pu2 (tcurr ) > pu1 (tcurr ), an event must
have been scheduled for the certificate c = [pu2 < pu1 ], and the failure time t of this
certificate must have satisfied t > t ∗ by Lemma 4. We cannot have t < tcurr , because
that contradicts the definition of t ∗ . Hence t ≥ tcurr . Since c is invalid at time tcurr , by
Lemma 1 (i), it follows that the trajectories of pu1 and pu2 must intersect during the
period (tcurr − ε, tcurr ).

Following standard KDS terminology, we call an event external if the attribute to
be maintained changes due to the event; for a kinetic tournament this means an event
where the maximum of S changes. Other events are internal.
Lemma 6 If there is no external event during the period (tcurr − ε, tcurr ), then the
maximum maintained by the algorithm is correct at time tcurr .
Proof By assumption, the true maximum of S during (tcurr − ε, tcurr ) is a unique
point, x. In particular, x does not cross any other point in S during this time period.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that x is not the maximum maintained by the
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algorithm at time tcurr . Then at time tcurr , the algorithm stores x at an internal node v
of the tournament tree, and stores another point y ∈ S in the sibling and the parent
u of v. Applying Lemma 5 to the node u, we obtain that the trajectories of x and y
intersect at some time in (tcurr − ε, tcurr ), a contradiction.

The following two results are immediate consequences of Lemma 6.
Theorem 4 (Correctness) The maximum maintained by the kinetic tournament is
correct except during at most μ time intervals of length at most ε, where μ is the
number of external events.
Theorem 5 (Delay) If a point x ∈ S becomes the true maximum at time t (i.e., an
external event at time t), then either x becomes the maintained maximum by time
t + ε (i.e., the external event is delayed by at most ε), or another external event
occurs before time t + ε (i.e., the old external event becomes obsolete).
We now turn our attention to the geometric error of our KDS—the difference in
value between the point stored in the root of the kinetic tournament tree and the true
maximum—as a function of the maximum velocity. Interestingly, the geometric error
is much smaller than in the sorting KDS, because it now depends on the depth of the
tournament tree, which is log n. The following theorem makes this precise.
Theorem 6 (Geometric error) Let x denote the point stored in the root of the kinetic
tournament tree at some time tcurr , and let y denote the point with the maximum
value at time tcurr . Then x(tcurr ) ≥ y(tcurr ) − (log n + 1)ε · Vmax , where Vmax is the
maximum velocity of any point in S over the time interval [tcurr − ε, tcurr ].
Proof Consider a node v (other than the root) and its parent u. We claim that
pv (tcurr ) − pu (tcurr ) ≤ 2εVmax .

(2)

If pv (tcurr ) ≤ pu (tcurr ), (2) is trivially true. Otherwise, by Lemma 5, the trajectories of
pv and pu intersect at some time in (tcurr − ε, tcurr ). Arguing as in Theorem 3 (i), we
can then obtain (2). Summing up (2) for all consecutive nodes along the path from the
node storing the true maximum y to the root, we obtain y(tcurr )−x(tcurr ) ≤ 2hε ·Vmax ,
where h ≤ log n is the length of the path. The inequality can be further improved to
y(tcurr ) − x(tcurr ) ≤ (h + 1)ε · Vmax by using the same argument as in Theorem 3 (i),
thus completing the proof.


5 Kinetic Range Trees
Our robust kinetic sorting algorithm can be applied directly to maintaining the standard kinetic range trees [6] of a set S of moving points in Rd for orthogonal range
searching. By the properties of the robust kinetic sorting algorithm, we immediately
know that the robust kinetic range tree is correct except for at most E time intervals
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of length at most ε, where E is the total number of swaps of the input points along
each axis, and that the delay of each event is at most O(nε).
We can also prove bounds on the geometric error. For a d-dimensional (axis

−
= di=1 [ai + ,
aligned) box R = di=1 [ai , bi ] and a parameter  > 0, let R

+
= di=1 [ai − , bi + ]. We call a subset Q ⊆ S a -approximation
bi − ] and R
to S ∩ R if
−
+
S ∩ R
⊆ Q ⊆ S ∩ R
.

In other words, points at L∞ -distance at most  to the boundary of R may or may
not be included in Q, but other points are in Q if and only if they are in R. The
next theorem shows that the kinetic range tree, when using our robust kinetic sorting
algorithm, always returns a -approximation to the true answer of an orthogonal
range query, for an appropriate value of . This follows more or less from Theorem 3.
Theorem 7 For any time t and any d-dimensional (axis-aligned) box R ⊆ Rd , the
subset Q(t) ⊆ S(t) returned by querying R on the maintained kinetic range tree at
time t is a -approximation to S(t)∩R, where  = nεVmax and Vmax is the maximum
speed of a point in S over the time interval [t − ε, t].
Proof We proceed by induction on d. Let us first consider the one-dimensional case,
where a range tree of S is simply a binary search tree on the sorted sequence of S. Let
y1 (t), y2 (t), . . . , yn (t) be the sequence of S(t) maintained by the algorithm; also
let y0 = −∞ and yn+1 = +∞. To search for a value a ∈ R using this sequence, we
proceed in the standard manner (although the maintained sequence is not necessarily
sorted). That is, we maintain an interval H = [yi , yj ] such that a always lies within
this range (initially i = 0 and j = n + 1), and repeat the following procedure until
j = i + 1: if y(i+j )/2 ≤ a, then we set H = [y(i+j )/2 , yj ]; otherwise, we set H =
[yi , y(i+j )/2 ]. Observe that, in the end, although the maintained binary search tree
is not necessarily correct, we still have yi ≤ a ≤ yi+1 .
To answer a query for a given range R = [a, b], we first use the above method to
compute the two intervals [yi−1 , yi ] and [yj , yj +1 ] for a and b respectively, and then
report Q(t) = yi , yi+1 , . . . , yj . As discussed above, yi−1 ≤ a ≤ yi and yj ≤ b ≤
yj +1 . By Theorem 3, for each i ≤ ≤ j , y ≥ yi −  ≥ a −  and y ≤ yj +  ≤
+
. On the other hand, for each < i, y ≤ yi−1 +  ≤
b + . Thus Q(t) ⊆ S(t) ∩ R
−
⊆ Q(t).
a + , and for each > j , y ≥ yj +1 −  ≥ b − . This implies S(t) ∩ R
Hence Q(t) is a -approximation to S(t) ∩ [a, b].

In Rd , to perform a query R = di=1 [ai , bi ] on the maintained d-dimensional
range tree, one first performs the query [a1 , b1 ] on the primary range tree, and then

performs the query di=2 [ai , bi ] recursively into appropriate secondary range trees.
Let S ⊆ S be the subset of points stored in those queried secondary trees. It follows
from the above analysis that




S(t) ∩ [a1 + , b1 − ] × Rd−1 ⊆ S (t) ⊆ S(t) ∩ [a1 − , b1 + ] × Rd−1 . (3)
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Furthermore, by the induction hypothesis,




d
d


S (t)∩ R× [ai +, bi −] ⊆ Q(t) ⊆ S (t)∩ R× [ai −, bi +] . (4)
i=2

i=2

−
+
⊆ Q(t) ⊆ S(t) ∩ R
, as desired. 
Putting (3) and (4) together, we obtain S(t) ∩ R

6 Experiments
We have implemented our robust kinetic sorting and kinetic tournament algorithms
to test the effectiveness of our technique for handling out-of-order event processing.
The programs are written in C++ and run in the Linux 2.4.20 environment. We
also implemented these two algorithms using the traditional KDS event-scheduling
approach and compared them with their robust counterparts by testing the errors in
the output.
Input data We used the following synthetic datasets in our experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The inputs are low-degree motions because we have not yet implemented a full-fledged ROOTS procedure, and it becomes easier for us to compute
event delays. Nonetheless, these inputs already cause trouble to traditional KDS’s
and are sufficient to illustrate the effectiveness of our algorithms.

Fig. 4 Datasets used in the experiments. The figures depict the trajectories of the moving points in
the tx-plane, after an appropriate scaling
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Fig. 5 Maximum error of kinetic sorting on a G RID input of size 900; scales on the vertical axis are
different

• G RIDS: a set of linear trajectories whose dual points form a uniform grid;
• PARABOLA: a set of congruent parabolic trajectories with apexes sitting on a grid
in the tx-plane;
• R AND D C: a set of linear trajectories whose dual points are randomly distributed
in a disk;
• R AND C R: a set of linear trajectories whose dual points are randomly distributed
on a circle.
Kinetic sorting We tested the kinetic sorting algorithms on the input data. All experiments were run on inputs of size 900. We measure the error of a sorting KDS at
time t by
err(t) = max |yi (t) − zi (t)|,
i

where y1 , . . . , yn  and z1 , . . . , zn  are the sequence maintained by the KDS and the
correctly sorted sequence at time t respectively. In Figs. 5–8 we plot err(t) as t varies,
by measuring err(t) every other 10−6 seconds in a single simulation. (The correctly
sorted sequence at time t is computed by sorting their values at time t using floating
point arithmetic.) Note the different scales on the vertical axis in these figures.
We first discuss the behavior of the traditional kinetic sorting algorithm, which
uses floating point arithmetic. In a few instances, the algorithm went into an infinite loop because of simultaneous events. Although this problem could be fixed in
general, a more careful implementation of the traditional KDS is required. As for
the geometric error in the maintained structures, the traditional KDS was very fragile: It quickly ran into noticeable errors and was unable to recover from these errors
(see Figs. 5(1), 6(1), and 7(1)). The reason is that some events that should have been
scheduled into the global queue were discarded by the KDS because their computed
event times happened to lie in the past because of numerical errors. The only exception is that, for the R AND C R input, we did not catch any error in the traditional
algorithm (see Fig. 8(1)). A possible explanation is that, in the R AND C R input, it is
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Fig. 6 Maximum error of kinetic sorting on a PARABOLA input of size 900; scales on the vertical axis are
different

Fig. 7 Maximum error of kinetic sorting on a R AND D C input of size 900; scales on the vertical axis are
different

Fig. 8 Maximum error of kinetic sorting on a R AND C R input of size 900; scales on the vertical axis are
different
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Table 1 Delay of events in kinetic sorting
Precision

G RIDS

of ROOTS

RMS

Max

RMS

PARABOLA
Max

RMS

R AND D C
Max

RMS

R AND C R
MAX

ε = 10−5

0.47 × ε

1.00 × ε

0.39 × ε

1.00 × ε

0.43 × ε

1.00 × ε

0.44 × ε

1.00 × ε

ε = 10−6

0.48 × ε

2.00 × ε

0.37 × ε

1.00 × ε

0.42 × ε

1.00 × ε

0.42 × ε

1.00 × ε

Fig. 9 Geometric error of the kinetic tournament on a R AND D C input of size 10000; scales on the vertical
axis are different

unlikely to happen that three trajectories intersect at a single point (or equivalently,
in the dual, three points on the circle are collinear).
We now turn our attention to the geometric error in the structures maintained by
our robust kinetic sorting algorithm, under different precisions ε in the ROOTS procedure. As can be seen, while the traditional KDS quickly ran into serious errors
and was never able to recover, our robust KDS maintained a rather small error all
the time. Observe that the error of the robust KDS reduces as the precision of the
ROOTS procedure increases. We also tested the algorithm on a number of larger inputs, and the error remained roughly the same. An interesting phenomenon is that,
for G RIDS and PARABOLA, the maximum erros occur at around time 0 because intuitively time 0 corresponds to the maximum degree of degeneracy in these inputs (i.e.,
a lot of simultaneous events); However, for R AND D C and R AND C R, since the inputs
are random, the errors also appear to be randomly uniformly distributed over time.
We also studied how long an event could be delayed before it is eventually
processed in the robust kinetic sorting algorithm—see Table 1. It can be seen that
the RMS (root mean square) of the delays are always very small for all inputs. As
for the maximum delay, we only observed one instance in which some events are
delayed by about 2ε; in all other cases, the maximum delay never exceeds ε, which
is far below the rather contrived worst-case bound in Theorem 2.
Kinetic tournament We tested the kinetic tournament algorithms on the R AND D C
and R AND C R data as they tend to have a large number of external events. The geo-
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Fig. 10 Geometric error of the kinetic tournament on a R AND C R input of size 10000; scales on the
vertical axis are different

metric error is measured by err(t) = z(t) − y(t), where y and z are the maximum
maintained by the KDS and the true maximum at time t respectively. Since kinetic
tournaments are less sensitive to simultaneous events than kinetic sorting, we artificially lowered the precision in computing the event times so as to cause noticeable geometric errors in the tested algorithms. Specifically, in the traditional KDS we
round the event times to the precision of 10−5 , and in the robust KDS we vary the
precision ε in ROOTS from 10−3 to 10−4 .
We first noticed that the traditional kinetic tournament algorithm did not go into
an infinite loop; this is because events are always “pushed” up in the tournament tree.
As for the geometric error, the traditional KDS behaves correctly throughout time
for R AND D C (see Fig. 9); this may be due to the fact that R AND D C has a relatively
small number of external events (compared to R AND C R). However, as one can see
from Fig. 10(1), the traditional KDS maintains a rather inaccurate maximum over
time for R AND C R; In contrast, the geometric errors in our robust KDS are smaller
by orders of magnitudes, even though the event time computation is less precise than
in the traditional KDS.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we studied the problem of designing kinetic data structures that are robust against out-of-order event processing due to numerical errors in computing event
times. We showed that the proposed robust kinetic sorting and kinetic tournament algorithms have several nice properties, including guaranteed correctness for all but a
finite number of small time intervals, short delays in event processing, and small geometric errors over time. Combining the resulting kinetic range tree and kinetic tournament, we can also maintain the closest-pair of a set of moving points robustly [6].
It is interesting to see whether similar results can be obtained for other more complex
kinetic data structures as well. In particular, so far we have been unable to extend our
techniques to kinetic Delaunay triangulations. The main difficulty lies in proposing a
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strategy that reconstructs the Delaunay triangulation when the current triangulation is
no longer a planar embedding. We leave it as an interesting open question for future
research.

Appendix
We present a lower-bound example for the delay of events claimed in Theorem 2.
Specifically, we show that, for any n, there is a set S of n points such that the trajectories of any two points intersect at most s times and tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y) ≥ (n − 2)s · ε
for some pair x, y ∈ S.
We first describe a lower-bound example for linear motions. Let S = {x, y, x1 , . . . ,
xn−2 }. The trajectories of x and y in the tz-plane are set to be z = 1 and z = at + 1
for a sufficiently small positive number a. The trajectories of the xi ’s in the tz-plane
are parallel lines such that iδ < tex (x, xi ) < tex (y, xi ) < iμ, where δ and μ are two
numbers satisfying the following inequalities:
n−1
ε<δ<μ<
n

n−1
1
+ 2 ε.
n
n

The choices of δ and μ is such that for any i ≥ 1,
iμ < (i − 1)δ + ε < (i + 1)μ.
Now, assume ROOTS (x(t) − y(t)) = ((μ − ε)/2, (μ + ε)/2), ROOTS (x(t) − xi (t)) =
(iδ, iδ + ε) and ROOTS (y(t) − xi (t)) = (iμ − ε, iμ) for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 (see
Fig. 11(a)).
Using induction, we prove that the status of the maintained list at time iμ (i =
2, . . . , n − 2) is
xn−2 , . . . , xi+1 , y, xi , xi−1 , x, xi−2 , . . . , x1 .
Since the maintained list at −∞ is xn−2 , . . . , x1 , y, x and the right endpoints of
all intervals returned by ROOTS are greater than zero, the maintained list at time 0
is xn−2 , . . . , x1 , y, x. At time 0, the only certificate failures in the event queue

Fig. 11 The lower-bound example
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are tcp (x, y) = (μ + ε)/2 and tcp (y, x1 ) = μ. Since μ < (μ + ε)/2, the status of
the KDS at time μ is xn−2 , . . . , x2 , y, x1 , x and the certificate failures in the event
queue are tcp (x, x1 ) = δ + ε, tcp (y, x2 ) = 2μ. Since 2μ < δ + ε (later we will show
(i + 1)μ < iδ + ε), the status of the KDS at time 2μ is xn−2 , . . . , x3 , y, x2 , x1 , x
which means the case i = 2 is true. Now assume the maintained list at time iμ
is xn−2 , . . . , xi+1 , y, xi , xi−1 , x, xi−2 , . . . , x1 . We have to show that the maintained
list at time (i + 1)μ is xn−2 , . . . , xi+2 , y, xi+1 , xi , x, xi−1 , . . . , x1 .
At time iμ, the computed failure times scheduled in the event queue are
tcp (x, xi−1 ) = (i − 1)δ + ε and tcp (y, xi+1 ) = (i + 1)μ. Since (i − 1)δ + ε < (i + 1)μ,
the point xi−1 swaps with the point x at time (i − 1)δ + ε and at the same time
tcp (x, xi−1 ) is removed from the event queue and tcp (x, xi ) = iδ + ε is inserted into
the event queue. Since iδ + ε > (i + 1)μ, at time (i + 1)μ the points xi+1 and y
swap and tcp (y, xi+1 ) is removed from the event queue and tcp (y, xi+2 ) = (i + 2)μ
is inserted into the event queue. Therefore, the status of the KDS at time (i + 1)μ
is
xn−2 , . . . , xi+2 , y, xi+1 , xi , x, xi−1 , . . . , x1 .
Now consider the time (n − 2)μ at which the maintained list is
y, xn−2 , xn−3 , x, xn−4 , . . . , x1 .
The only certificate failure scheduled in the KDS is for [xn−3 < x], with failure
time (n − 3)δ + ε. After processing this certificate failure, the only certificate failure in the event queue is tcp (x, xn−2 ) = (n − 2)δ + ε. After processing [xn−2 < x],
we realize that the certificate [y < x] which fails in the past must be processed. Therefore,
tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y) = (n − 2)δ + ε > (n − 2)ε.
We use the above construction as a base component to construct a lower-bound
example for the general case where any two points swap at most s times. To this
end, we glue s base components together such that the slopes of lines alternate between being positive and negative, i.e., the slopes of lines in the first component is
positive, in the second component is negative, and so on, as depicted in Fig. 11(b).
Note that in the odd components, certificates [xi < y] are roughly processed at the
right time and certificates [xi < x] are roughly processed with a delay of ε, but in
the even components, certificates [x < xi ] are roughly processed at the right time and
certificates [y < xi ] are roughly processed with a delay of ε (indeed we can imagine
that x and y are exchanged). The main condition that we need is (i + 1)μ < iδ + ε
for any i = 1, . . . , s(n − 2). We can satisfy this condition by choosing δ and μ such
that
sn − 1
ε<δ<μ<
sn

sn − 1
1
+ 2 2 ε.
sn
s n

Next we discuss what happens to the maintained list when two components are glued
together. Because of symmetry, we only consider the status of the KDS around the
time at which the first and the second components are glued together. Recall that at
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time (n − 2)μ, the status of the KDS is
y, xn−2 , xn−3 , x, xn−4 , . . . , x1 .
As we explained above, at time (n − 3)δ + ε, the certificate [xn−3 < x] is processed
and x and xn−2 become adjacent, which means [xn−2 < x] must be scheduled. Because two intersections of x and xn−2 are at most ε far away from each other, we
replace the previous assumption tcp (x, xn−2 ) = (n − 2)δ + ε with the assumption
that the turbulent interval ((n − 2)δ, (n − 2)δ + ε) contains both intersections. Since
ROOTS ignores turbulent intervals, the order of x and xn−2 does not change. Moreover, since tcp (xn−2 , y) = (n − 1)δ + ε (recall that in the even components [y < xi ]
is processed with a delay of ε), xn−2 and y do not swap before time (n − 1)δ + ε.
This implies x and y cannot get adjacent before (n − 1)δ + ε. On the other hand,
xn−3 and x must swap before this time—note that tcp (xn−3 , x) = nμ. After time
(n − 1)δ + ε, the same scenario as the first component happens. Putting everything
together, we conclude that tpr (x, y) − tex (x, y) ≥ (n − 2)s · ε in the above construction.
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